Warsaw University of Technology (WUT), in collaboration with Microsoft Research Cambridge (MSR), is looking for candidates for a fully-funded 3-year PhD program focused on controllable generation of images using neural networks.

During the course of the PhD you will:
• Work on cutting-edge technology together with researchers from WUT and MSR.
• Visit the Microsoft Research lab in Cambridge.
• Publish at top-tier computer vision and machine learning conferences.
• Receive a competitive compensation of up to 12 000 PLN (~3 000 EUR) per month

The prospective PhD candidate should:
• Be a strong and independent programmer.
• Have completed a Master’s degree in Computer Science or a related field.
• Have experience in machine learning or computer vision.

To apply send your CV and a motivational letter to tomasz.trzcinski@pw.edu.pl and marek.kowalski@microsoft.com before July 31, 2020.